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JOINT NEWSLETTER
Has your address changed? Please send your updated details to Tony Nicholas Chairman Cape Town (details above).
Do you have an interesting article for this newsletter? Please send your contributions to Dennis Henwood,
dhenwood@iafrica.com Phone: +27 (0)21 6716373. Fax: +27 (0)86 6706710.

Can you read this Newsletter? If not please let us know. We can send you
larger print if it is necessary.
GBOBA/SOMMSA JOINT LUNCH
•
•
•
•

Tuesday 9th June, 1130 for 1200 – Pub lunch, Royal Cape Yacht Club.
Speaker: Mervyn WINTER, Engineering Services Manager of Marine Data
Solutions, www.marinedata.co.za. Automatic Identification Systems (AIS)
NOTE the earlier start time. Cost R50 per person excluding gratuity.
Booking for the lunch is important, please RSVP by Sunday 7th June 2015 to:
Kathy Nicholas:
phone 021-788 5957
Email:
cptchairman@generalbotha.co.za
Facsimile:
086 233 6410

Our S.A.T.S. General Botha exhibit in the S.A. Naval Museum, Simon's Town, is finally open to
the public. The temporary [albeit lengthy] closure as a result of other work being done in the
museum has finally been completed and thus allowing public access to our exhibit in the same
wing of the museum. During the renovations three class photographs somehow went AWOL.
These have subsequently been replaced and the museum staff shall mount them in their correct
places when time permits.

FROM THE BRIDGE OF s.s. CAPE TOWN – Tony Nicholas (Chairman)
Another successful March Bothie Weekend which included the AGM, has passed by together with class
1975 reunion. From my viewpoint it was a successful reunion and I am informed the classmates
continue to communicate around the world. On the subject of reunions there was an Alaskan reunion
recently, Simon Lisiecki class 1971 and Ivan Leibbrandt class 1975. I understand much coffee was
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downed in true Alaskan style, or is it American? Chaps, next time complete the Alaskan membership
with Robin Bailes class 1976. Our Cape Town based class of 1971 met recently for lunch together with
wives. This consisted of Patrick Knight, David Main, Terry Purdon and myself, Tony Nicholas.
Unfortunately Roger and Ann Pawley were unable to join us as they had grand parenting duties on that
day. Much beer, wine and stories recalled resulted in an enjoyable afternoon at the Royal Cape Yacht
Club.
Still on the subject of reunions there is presently much interest and email activity in next year's class
reunions, namely classes 1955/56, 1956/57, 1966 and 1976. Still waiting for a response from class
1986, hopefully they shall heed the call Both Watches soon.
The big event in Cape Town every March, at least bigger than our events, is the Cycle Tour. This event
was forced to change their date to the first weekend of March. This in turn has forced our Bothie
Weekend to the SECOND WEEKEND OF MARCH 2016. Please take note.
a. Saturday 12th March 2016, Annual General Meeting followed by the Commissioning
Day Lunch.
b. Sunday 13th March 2016, War Memorial Service, followed by refreshments at the
Mission to Seafarers.
Thus the reunion classes should coordinate their events around these dates.
I have had a few requests for blazer badges and thus did some research. The art of making wire badges
has been lost completely in South Africa and most likely around the world. However our badges can
now be made using certain thread, in the correct colours, by machines. They are as close to our original
wire badges as one can get and the detail is actually much better than the old wire badges. I know that
many of us have become rather attached to our old and well weathered badges but be assured, a new
shiny badge on your blazer shall look stunning and may even attract the fairer sex, thinking that you are
mega rich sporting a shiny new gold badge. The badge could also be used on other attire such as a
sweater, a floppy hat or whatever takes your fancy. This shall be added to the slop chest soon.
Until next edition, cheers!
Gauteng Branch – Alan Ford
The Commissioning Day Luncheon was again held at the restaurant at Victoria Lake Club in Germiston
at the end of March. A new Portuguese caterer is now running the establishment, and so our standard
simple bord kos menu had a new flare and a new taste this year. However in my deliberations and
haggles with Mrs. Lisa Cardosa to keep the price as low as possible, I made a little error in my
calculations and speculations regarding the quantities of food per head which she should serve, so as
not to have wastage for which we would be paying for. I said to her “All these old geriatrics which
come to functions like this don’t eat very much, so don’t make tons of food as if she was catering for
the hungry young lads from the rowing club next door”. So the quantities were almost spot on, except
for the roast potatoes. It’s a few years now since the last time I was reminded that with a good roast one
can never have enough roast potatoes. My late mother never could do enough of them no matter how
hard she tried. So Lisa and I agreed that next year she will be allowed to have another go at making
enough roast tatties to meet the demand from a bunch of ravenous senior citizens who were not shy
when it came to lining up at the buffet table. I can guarantee the cost per head WILL go up next year
for just that reason.
We had a very good turn out this year with a head count of 35 people including guests. Only one
unlucky fellow, Dale Allen (57/58) had to give up on his voyage to the event due to mechanical failure
by way of his vehicle overheating after being caught in a traffic jam of note. Traffic jams on a Sunday
morning in Johannesburg… how could that be? Well a band of criminals also thought the highways
would be clear to make a speedy getaway from whatever misdemeanors they had in mind for that
particular day of rest. Unfortunately for them, and I suppose the highway travelers at about 11am, our
Rozzers had wind of their escapades and a Wild West shootout occurred near the Edenvale off ramp.
After much spraying of AK and R1 projectiles from cars and choppers, some of which found their
mark, there was a “crime scene” which encompassed the highway, which after an hour or so duration
resulted in a complete traffic standstill for kilometers. Four of our Navy types, John and Veronica
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Orrock and Ivor and Anne Little who were on a southerly course in the vicinity when the full metal
jackets were in aerial abundance, had to heave to for very extended periods, and after taking a look at
their charts plotted new and circuitous courses to arrive at the luncheon hours after Stand By Tables.
Hats off to them for their perseverance and determination in achieving their objectives. What a shame
they ended up being short changed of the roast potatoes as well. For my own part I had decided to
avoid the other permanent highway crime scene, being the E-Toll Highway robbery, and had plotted a
course to the venue through the old route via Jo’burg city centre.
This year I decided that the attendees had to work for their lunch and undertake some mental exercise
to answer a simple question. In previous years quiz questions had been sexist, some were for the ladies,
where they had to answer questions on cooking and sewing. This year I decided to ask one single
question, and the unlucky person whose name was to be drawn out of a hat would have to stand up and
answer the question. If the answer was judged to be suitable they would win a prize, but if it was
unsuitable and nowhere near the truth, they were to win a booby prize.
The question was, what was the significance of the number 28.1635472 recurring to everyone present
at that venue and on the day. Some gave up instantly and carried on drinking others had a far away gaze
and were mumbling to themselves, and some were asking Mr. Google deep questions on their smart
phones, and others were conducting reams of calculations on any pieces of paper on hand. Some made
use of the clues, which I gave them. I asked them to imagine three locations, the first being standing on
the bridge very close inshore at night off the Wild Coast, and enjoying the smell of woods smoke and
cooking wafting out to sea from the little rondawels on the rolling green hills. The second location they
had to imagine was the flat grey brown Mediterranean coast off the delta near Alexandria, North
Africa. Lastly they were to imagine Joe Almond at sea in the middle of winter during WW2 rounding
northern Scandanavia on one of his Murmansk runs.
After the main course time came to find out who had come up with the right or most plausible answer
to the riddle. Dave Sharrock was on the ball and had come up with the right answer, and so I think had
one or two others. A name was supposedly drawn out of a black bag and analyzed. Potential sets of
people were let off the hook, just like elimination night on Idols. The ladies were let off the hook, much
to their relief, and after a few more elimination rounds Gary Els’s name was read out. Who was Gary
Els? Definitely not a cadet… nobody had ever seen him before. He arose from the midst of Tom
Frasers table.
Gary stepped up and told the assembly that the number was actually the Longitude of the very room we
were sitting in. He then proceeded to elaborate on this with a PowerPoint presentation, which he just
happened to have on the laptop, and projector that just happened to be sitting there waiting for just such
an eventuality.
Gary’s presentation on the history was fascinating and very informative. He didn’t delve very deeply
into the technicalities of how and why longitude became such an important issue for the early European
navigators, but gave us some very interesting history of the various schemes which had been proposed
over the centuries and in pursuit of a large cash prize. One that sticks in my mind was the proposed use
of “sympathetic powder”, which was a magical substance that was to be rubbed into wounds on dogs.
One dog was to remain in England and the other dog (or perhaps hundreds of dogs) were to be taken
aboard ships. The trick was that when the Greenwich dog had the wound on its leg aggravated with a
sharp object at noon, and made to howl in pain, the voyaging dogs would howl in sympathy thus
allowing for the time difference to be determined. Due to the fact that telepathic ability in canines was
not yet developed to a suitable stage the idea was howled down.
And yet another scheme involved mooring a string of ships across the oceans, more or less in sight of
one another, which could simultaneously fire rockets at the prescribed time, so that ships in the vicinity
could observe the light show and set their clocks by it. For many practical reasons this scheme was not
viable at the time. But is this not similar in many ways to the modern GPS systems we all walk around
with in our pockets today and help us find our way to the nearest Pizza Hut or petrol station? Just
substitute low earth orbit satellites for the ships, accurate atomic clocks and some whizz-bang software,
and hey presto we have the same thing going for us today… not so?
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And so it was that Gary emerged from my poorly executed charade as a happy hour buddy of Tom
Fraser, and in real life past Chairman and current Vice Chairman of the Astronomical Society of South
Africa. Tom must not only be thanked for coming up with the idea for a very entertaining guest
speaker, but also for picking up the entire tab for the sponsored wine for the event. I will take a rain
check for next year from all the other gentlemen and ladies who offered to assist with the price of the
liquid ballast.
Some background numbers were:- 66 emails sent out, 40 replies including chasing up of contactable
defaulters received, and 29 apologies received. Come on other branches… top that.
Gauteng Branch is already planning for the 100th anniversary of Commissioning Day… its only 7 years
away which is not a long time. We have already selected a hospice as the venue, and chosen the wine
list, or something akin to a wine list. The white wine will be in the form of a saline or sucrose drip
sponsored by SABEX and the red wine will be courtesy of SA Blood Transfusion Services.
Now for those of you who have some time and free internet access (i.e. overseas resident cadets), or
some spare capacity from our local ISP’s, settle yourselves down in front of your screens with a mug of
tea and a chip butty and have a look at shipping TV Channel on YouTube. Dredge around there a bit,
there are lots of very interesting short video’s and some longer length “films” (wots a film I hear some
of the youngsters say).
Here is one on the coasting life around UK ports in the 80’s. Check out the hairstyles and old green
Sailor radio equipment. Such memories…. https://youtu.be/ZW0SxfRShI8 (40 minutes long but worth
a watch). Keep steering between the anchors – Alan.
UNITED KINGDOM BRANCH NEWS – Ted Fisher
On behalf of the GBOBA – UK Branch I conveyed to the AGM / Commissioning Dinner on Saturday
14 March 2015 Kelvin Grove Club Newlands Cape Town greetings from all UK members to our
stalwart and hardworking Committee Members with special thanks to our Chairman Tony Nicholas. He
continues in the role of holding our organisation together through what must on occasions be difficult
and challenging times.
SOCIAL: The Conway Club, The Association of Old Worcester’s, The Pangbourne Society are
holding a Reception and Tour aboard Cutty Sark Greenwich on Monday 1 June 2015. This I reported in
our February News Letter with contact names. I’ve not, surprise, surprise, heard apart from one, that
any of our members are attending!
Now this is important – the GBOBA September lunch at Gatwick Sofitel Hotel is reserved for
Sunday 20 September. On previous occasions I’ve in advance, emailed our membership, however, the
majority fail to reply and emails sometimes returned ‘unknown’. I’m NOT paying postage for those
who are not email as GBOBA –UK have no bank facilities.
So, depending upon the response to this notice, tedefisher@aol.com Tel: 01903 744400 or Mobile:
07702 635017, a decision will have to be made whether to cancel the event because a lot of work goes
into making arrangements for only some two dozen members including wives / partners. Also, to try to
organise a speaker or whatever would not be ideal for a limited number of guest unless one of our own
members is willing to entertain.
Chaps, it is up to you.
I am willing to continue as GBOBA – UK Hon Sec/ Contact, however, Social gatherings in the future
will either have to be carried out by a volunteer or occur on a local basis from time to time with
arrangements by a volunteer in the area……London, Merseyside or indeed Scotland.
If we wish our ‘Legend to Live On’ perhaps all members of our UK Branch need to show interest in a
positive manner. Best Regards, Ted Fisher.
Durban Branch News – Derek McManus
It is with sadness that we witness the passing of Capt. George Fowlis. Read the obituary on Page 12
below, Anchors Aweigh. There are many stories to give an indication of the other side of George. One
incident that comes to mind is the time he and his son were parked on the slipway in Hout Bay when
the Beetle took the downward slide and floated across the harbour – to this day it is uncertain how they
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got out but later a trawler lifted the car from the bottom of the harbour. They could have set up a
hawkers stall with the crayfish and prawns that had made the Beetle their home.
Another incident of note took place at the Catholic Church in Musgrave after a committee do – after a
couple of beers and a bottle of red wine, on a trip to the lads George discovered the Priests kit in a
wardrobe and donned the most senior looking one. Upon his arrival upstairs there was stunned silence
for fear that Bishop Hurley had arrived for a late night tipple. We have lost a most loyal supporter who
never missed a Botha lunch even during the last days when his health was failing.
Our AGM has come and gone and regrettably it appears to be something to be avoided. The status quo
stays the same with the Chair and committee in place as before.
As previously mentioned we will hold local get togethers to renew acquaintances. Please note the
following :
Noggin and Natter
Date : 10 June 2015
Time : 18h00 hours
Venue : Stokers, (Kloof Station Pub opposite the Kloof Village Mall)
Hoping to meet all from the Highway area. This will be followed at a later date on the North Side. See
you there! If possible please RSVP to the Secretary.
Regards, Derek McManus, Chairman.
Australia Branch News – Peter O’Hare
Hi to everyone from Australia.
The AGM and Sydney Commissioning Day Lunch was held on Saturday 7th March.
In attendance were:
Gordon Maxwell
40/41
Stan Damp
47/48 and Jennifer
John Sampson
50/51 and Pauline
Rudi Auer
59/60
Peter O’Hare
64
Hugh Murray
Hon Member
Howard Cook
Guest Speaker Retired Maersk Master.
The Committee were reelected.
Our next get together will be a mid year lunch at the
Great Northern Hotel in Chatwood, Sydney on Saturday 1st August, 2015.
Regards to all and please get in touch if you are going to be “Down Under”,
Grenville Stevens
(2189 60/61) Chairman
Andy Fotheringham (2525 ’76)
Vice Chairman
Peter O’Hare
(2247 ’64)
Hon Secretary,
Email peteroh@bigpond.com, Telephone 0417 028809.
GBOBA Bursary Fund – Keith Burchell & Paul Semark
The Lawhill students’ programme is now in its second term. The first term is often challenging for the
students, especially for those in grade 10 having to adjust to the demands of the Maritime Centre for the
first time, but all of the Fund’s scholars have settled well. The extra tutorial lessons were initiated at the
very start of term 1 this year, which has been valuable.
Ian Fishley and Danny Meyer guided the Bursary group through their Eyesight tests, an introduction to
the South African Maritime Safety Authority (SAMSA) and a visit to the “Smit Amandla” and SA
Agulhas 1 training ship.
Tony Nicholas guided our bursary group on their second extra-mural study outing of the year, during
which they visited the Saldanha Port installations, tugs and port control, and the offices of Fairship
(Pty) Ltd, for a briefing about their operations. This will be of particular value to those who will be
doing a project on Saldanha as part of their curriculum this year.
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Tony retired earlier this year. He has now taken charge of donor and sponsor relations for the Fund
Committee in addition to his active involvement in the student mentoring programme: Thank you,
Tony – a major contribution.
Keith Burchell was re-elected as Fund Chairman at the annual general meeting held on the 14th March,
coincident with the AGM of the GBOBA Cape Town Branch. His planning strategy and budget were
endorsed by the meeting and the following Committee elected for the new financial year:
Keith Burchell, Chairman.
Paul Semark, Vice-chairman.
Derek Russell, Secretary.
Neil Lawson, Treasurer.
Phil Wade.
Ian Fishley
Danny Meyer.
Tony Nicholas, ex officio – Chairman of the Cape Town Branch GBOBA.
This year’s “meet the students” brunch was held in collaboration with the Lawhill staff at the Maritime
Centre on Saturday 18th April. The event was designed to showcase the Lawhill programme and the
work done by the Bursary Fund to invited donors and sponsors, and to the parents for the Fund’s
bursars. The students acted as hosts throughout, receiving and ushering guests, making welcoming
speeches and expressing their appreciation for the Fund’s support, with equal emphasis on the financial
and mentoring aspects. In addition, the student choir entertained the guests with great charm, natural
harmony and real aplomb – truly remarkable given that the students have not been formally trained as a
choir and have had little opportunity to practise together. The theme of the morning was “The Tale of
Two Ships” with the presentations by Brian Ingpen, Head of Lawhill, Tony Nicholas and Keith
Burchell linking the seafaring heritage arising from the stories of the barque Lawhill and the SATS
General Botha to the work of the Maritime Centre, the GBOBA and the Fund. The highlyrecommended written material supplementing the presentations can be found on the Fund’s website,
http://www.gbbursaryfund.co.za, together with photographs of the event.
The Brunch was also used to launch
the Fund’s Annual Report for the previous financial
year.Overall, the Fund is now steaming ahead through the year at full speed – “steady as she goes!”
SCRANBAG
C.S. DAY 1967 #2297. We often spoke about "ships that pass in the
night" but somehow Botha Boys always exchange signals; Sean
writes; "It is amazing where one finds fellow Bothie old boys! I was
wandering around a museum in Punta Arenas way down south in
South America when an English woman said to me “You sound like
you have a South African accent?”. When I responded in the
affirmative, she introduced me to her husband who was also born and
raised in SA. We exchanged the usual pleasantries, and when I asked
him where he went to school, he said “St Georges in Cape Town” and
then added as an afterthought “but I finished up at a nautical college –
the General Botha!” It was Rod Redding (1955/56). I attach a
photograph of Rod and me on the aft deck as we head down the Left: Sean Day GB class 1967;
Beagle Channel , just north of Cape Horn. I make frequent trips to Right: Rod Redding GB class 1955/56
South America as we have extensive business interests there, and returning to Rio always reminds of
my visit - sailing to Guanabara Bay in 1971 after nearly 28 days at sea on HOWARD DAVIS,
completing the first Cape to Rio Race. What an exciting moment that was!
All well here. Teekay which I chair, and of which my group is the largest shareholder, continues to
thrive. We now have 211 vessels comprising of FPSOs, FSOs, shuttle tankers, conventional crude and
product tankers, LNG and LPG ships and recently we started building a fleet of towage and salvage
vessels in a subsidiary called ALP. And we have a large portfolio of non-shipping assets outside of
Teekay, including extensive agricultural interests in Latin America, Europe and the US, as well as
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consumer products companies and light industrial companies. Some of you might know Camelbak
products and Fox Shox, both of which are actively marketed in South Africa. So never a dull moment! I
had the great pleasure of attending the Lawhill Graduation Ceremony last October – I always find it
incredibly uplifting to spend time there and meet the remarkable students. And Brian Ingpen is my hero
– he has changed so many lives for the better!
The Legend Lives On.
T.H. HARVEY 1958/59 #2107. Thomas was reported AWOL from Gauteng but our radar picked up
his echo in the Eastern Cape. Had own company "T. Harvey Technologies" (THT) in Gauteng. First
joined Union Castle as cadet and later sailed on Mobil tankers. Finally swallowed the anchor in 1979
after 4 years as master on tramp ships out of Hong Kong, and after a spell as MD of various companies
within Leo Raphaely and Sons, wandered off into the realms of various so-called entrepreneurial
ventures, mainly in the project management field. 2015 retired in Bathurst and have an
acupuncture/healing practice, and teach art.
T.J. HOLMES 1976 #2533. Another one that got lost in the Gauteng sea clutter but fortunately my
echo sounder found him in Cape Town. 2007 - ran a company called Strategis. A marketing company
with a strong GIS [Geographic Information System] and statistical modelling base. Known as Spatial
Economists. 2015 - MD of Lightstone Explore - a research company in the retail and business fields
with a focus on GIS.
D.W. REID 1966 #2290. A call to muster for their class reunion prompted Dave to report in. Jan 1967
to May 1975 Cadet to 1st Officer Safmarine. Nov 1974 Received Masters (Courtesy Capt Kenny). Jun
1975 to Jan 1977 Cape Town SAR&H as Mate. Feb 1977 to June 2000 joined SA Navy as a lecturer at
the Military Academy in Saldanha. July 2000 to Dec 2001 Long line fishing for swordfish and tuna.
Feb 2002 to July 2003 various survey jobs for De Beers and Mobile Oil. July 2003 to Dec 2008 Master
on diamond dredger Namibia. Dec 2008 to April 2014 Master on various siesmic survey vessels for
Mermaid Marine. 2015 still during delivery jobs for various companies. Part owner of the Sea Safety
Training Centre Group with branches in St Helena Bay and Mandela Bay. Lecturing on a full time
basis.
We look forward to seeing you and Dalene at the reunion or sooner, a long time since we sailed
together on the m.t. Lankus. Cheers.
R.P. KUHNERT 1955/56 #1952. Another call to muster for class reunion has brought Ralph to the
foredeck. Formerly a member of the S.A. Police Criminal Investigation Department : General Criminal
Investigation / Diamond Investigation. Employed by De Beers Consolidated Diamond Mines in S.W.A
(Namibia) on Diamond Investigation. Transferred to De Beers Kimberley Head Office as Diamond
Investigator, liaising with diamond mines in the R.S.A., Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and the police
investigation units in these countries. Assisted with training of diamond investigation units in Botswana
and Lesotho. Seconded to Anglo American Head Office in Johannesburg as Group Investigator.
Transferred to Anglo American Head Office, Johannesburg as a Senior Divisional Security Manager.
Retired in 2000.
A.B. CHRISTISON 1965 #2260. Another one who wandered off course from Gauteng, Alistair
dropped his pick in Kwa-Zulu Natal. Left Bothie 1965 - cadet with Ellermans then 3rd mate and 2nd
mate with Safmarine. Joined Freight Services Durban as a ships agent and was transferred to
Johannesburg. Spent time with Titan Industrial and Wolhuter Steel and then joined Sappi in 1983.
Retired early 2004 as Group Transport Manager and started own distribution and logistics company which he still runs. Currently engaged in analysis work for the Port of Mombasa and also helping
develop the National Freight Strategy for the RSA Department Of Transport.
I.S. FISHLEY 1960/61 #2173. Amazing the number of Old Boys that I have had close contact with
over the years but fail to provide the OBA with the, frequently, requested details.
"Apologies for my slackness in not giving you my history before so here is a condensed version.
“Bothy at Gordon's Bay 60/61. (Cadet Captain 61) Safmarine 62-69, Second Mates in Liverpool 1964,
Mates at Granger Bay 1966 (Harbour had a cofferdam and was flooded while we were there, cadets had
arrived from Gordon's Bay) Masters at Granger Bay 1969 and joined Marine Diamond. Commissioned
as Lieutenant SAN June 1970 and during next four and a half years served on five warships and did
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sub-Lts. qualifying, and later qualified as Combat Officer. Left the Navy towards end of 1974 and did a
stint as Master on a coaster on the West Coast then DOT in Durban for a year and also served in SAN
CF for five years. Moved to Richards Bay and joined SGS as the first marine surveyor when the new
port opened. I also worked for Hean and Robinson for a while and then went back to SGS Durban as
Manager of the Marine Division. I eventually settled down and joined Chettle in RB in 1982 as
surveyor/Manager and became a partner and later sole proprietor. My partner Dave Gibbs (GB 1975)
bought me out in 2014 after I had opened a Chettle office in Cape Town where I am still working as a
part time Consultant and Flag State inspector and supporting Richards Bay when required."
R.A. BAILES 1976 #2520. Again a call to muster for a class reunion brings welcome news.
"After leaving Bothie and Safmarine, I had a short stint at selling fresh vegetables. Having to get up at
four every morning to squabble over the price of apples with a bunch of Greek cafe owners got old
pretty quickly. That convinced me to go to University. Spent three years at Rhodes getting a degree in
computer science. After graduating I got a job on a uranium mine (Rossing Uranium) in the desert near
Swakopmund, Namibia. I worked there for about ten years before packing up and moving to the USA.
We lived in Sacramento, California for the first four years before moving to Alaska, and have been
there ever since. I do IT work for the oil industry."
R.C. VAN DER KROL 1955/56 #1796. A call to muster for class reunion has prompted Rijk to
volunteer as Captain, should be fun. "My sea going career spanned the years 1957 to 1965. I
commenced as a cadet with the Clan Line and ended in 1965 as a second Mate in Safmarine. In 1965
upon obtaining my Master’s I joined the good old SAR&H as a mate on tugs in East London. I
proceeded to serve through all the ranks at various ports and upon reaching retirement age in 2002. I
went on pension from Transnet/Portnet in the post of Executive Manager (Marine Services) in
Johannesburg. This position was perhaps better known as Nautical Adviser. Started own consultancy
Nautad Consulting c.c. which closed 2010."
M.G. BROWN 1960/61 #2168. After repeated S&R we finally found Mike alongside in Beira. "I was
at Bothie '60, '61 and did cadetship with Safmarine. After Second Mates sailed on the coast and islands
and did Masters FG in Durban about '68. Sailed as skipper on coasters for a year and came ashore for a
spell to help rebuild an old sailing vessel, Cariad, in Durban. Amazing bunch of guys involved in this
project. Helped sail her in the first Cape to Rio race. ('71, I think) [correct]. Sailed another yacht from
Rio to Malta and spent a couple of years travelling around Europe, financed by odd stints on
tug/tenders in the developing North Sea oil fields. Came back to SA to get married. Have three
wonderful children from the marriage. From '73 to 2006 did various things ashore like stevedoring,
ship owners rep., agent, ship operator, supercargo, attending long shipping lunches, etc. In between did
a bit of sailing, mainly on my brother's yacht (he is very rich. He did not go to sea.), including a Cape
to Rio. Ended up moving from Durban to Velddrif where we built a house and in 2006 decided to sell it
and buy a yacht. Not really a yacht, more a stinkpot, but very comfortable for the two of us to cruise the
Med from Turkey to France and the bits in between. Went through the rivers and canals in Europe
depositing ourselves into the North Sea in Belgium and crossing to the UK ending up in a lovely
marina on the Norfolk Broads. (A couple of months on a canal boat on the rivers and canals of Europe
should be on everyone's bucket list). Sold the boat in 2012, came back to Velddrif, where Laura and I
have built another house. Now happily semi-retired doing part time supercargo work wherever anyone
needs an "expert" (definition: old drip under pressure)."
R.A. SALMON 1956/57 #2022. After settling comfortably back in the USA Richard reports.
"Firstly on leaving Bothie I sailed with Smith Coasters till I was called to Safmarine. There I joined the
S.A. Vergelegen, an old Victory ship and later transfered to the new S.A. Trader under the command of
Robin Thompson, an old Bothie Boy. I did couple trips with her till we blew boilers and remained in
Durban when I decided to go ashore. I then joined Holland Africa Line claims and worked with Syd
Benjamin, another Old Boy. From there I went to Wm. Cotts and joined Herby Horsley, still another
OB. Meantime I had started the Martial Arts and eventually became one of the first instructors to go
full time instructing. Richard is a GRAND MASTER 9th Dan Black Belt in Japanese Budo-Ryu Karate
and the first inducted member of the South African Karate & Martial Sciences Hall of Fame, he also
holds Black Belt ranks in Judo and Aikido. He was the first Westerner ever accepted as a member of
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the World Karate Union Teaching Department of Hyogo/Himeji, Japan. He is also the Founder and
Doshu Head of the World Wide Martial Arts organization, BUDO-RYU INTERNATIONAL, with
administrative offices in the Netherlands. With the huge support I had with youngsters around the
country, Dot and I being concerned with the way youngsters were going we decided to start the SA
Mountain Leadership School in the mountains of the Golden Gate area of the Free State. This became
well respected and our program became part of many school systems for certain grade levels and
gained respect from around the world. The end came in 1977 when we had a run in with the
Government of the day because of a program we wanted to start bringing in youngsters from around the
world to learn about the real S.A., as most adults had made up their minds what they thought. This went
wrong [a seprate story on its own] but the short of it was I got pulled in by BOSS and was threatened
with house arrest and having my passport taken away, so we took our boys out of school and flew to
Switzerland and then onto the USA, eventually becoming citizens there.
Besides the many Wildlife, Conservation and Cottage Industry projects they have been involved with
around the world, Richard & Dot were the first to develop the concept of “Educational Safaris” over
40 years ago, taking people out into the bush to experience and learn about the real Africa, its peoples,
cultures and wildlife.
Richard has, over the years, participated in many conservation, environmental and tribal support
projects around the Globe and, in recognition of his vast experience, he was invited to join the
International Environmental Education & Training Commission of the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources [IUCN], headquartered in Gland, Switzerland, on which
he represented the USA for 12 years."
J.S. BAYLEY 1975 #2511. John features in the reunion photograhs and from all accounts he smiled
throughout. "1975 joined SANDF and did a trade with them in electronics. Worked as an electrician
doing factory maintenance until about 1985, then self employed until about 2008. Took up a repping
job for 7 years in Durban. Wife got a job in Joburg so I moved to Joburg April 2014. Opened own
business in August doing household repairs and maintenance."
T.W. FRASER 1979 #2643. Tom is another "captain of industry". "1976 - 1993: National Service in
the South African National Defence Force and Citizen Force Officer for 17 Years. I was awarded five
medals. These included the Chief of the SANDF Commendation Medal for "Extraordinary Service
rendered to the Republic of South Africa", relating to a particular large operation I was involved in. A
reserve officer (Operations and Intelligence), with the substantive rank of Major (Lieutenant
Commander in Navy speak).1977 - 1983: Sailed with Safmarine and Unicorn Shipping Lines for some
six years as a cadet and 3rd Officer. During this time I thoroughly travelled and saw the world. 1983 1985: I commenced my business career as a trainee, then General Manager with the OK Bazaars in its
heyday. I soon developed a knack for fixing problem branches and was fixing branches all over
southern Africa. 1985 - 1997: Head-hunted into the Listed PG (Plate Glass) Group and was appointed
to PG Bison as Group Marketing Executive. I was instrumental in the brand identity change of PG
Wood to PG Bison. I Completed an IMM Diploma in Marketing Management and the two-year Unisa
Graduate School of Business - Advanced Executive Program (Compressed MBA), (Cum Laude) During this period I also served as a non-executive director of African Builders (Pty) Ltd for 6 years.
1998 - 1999: Headhunted by Wilsonart International, a Texas, USA based global company. Spent time
in the USA then appointed Executive - Africa International Operations, based in Johannesburg. Set up
American operations throughout Africa. 1999 - 2010: Headhunted by JSE Listed Murray & Roberts
Holdings - Appointed as Group Executive - Brand & Communications for some twelve years. At the
time the Group had some 40 Operating Companies, with some 50 brands, and employed 50,000 people
2010 - 2014: Headhunted out of London and appointed to Italian based Tenova Group, as Group
Executive, Brand & Communications, with my brief being to be part of a new global executive team
tasked with setting up a Mining & Minerals company in 25 countries across all continents, trading with
five industry leading brands. This was successfully completed by July 2014. In Sep 2014 I ended a rich,
blessed and lucrative corporate career to go into professional private leadership and business
consulting. My company, of which I am the Managing Director, is TWF Consulting Group, a trading
division of TW Fraser Holdings (Pty) Ltd. Our focus is on assisting listed and large to medium sized
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companies in the areas of Leadership Interventions, Strategy Solutions, Professional Communications
and Brand Services, Professional Issue and Process Facilitation and Public Speaking (Inspirational and
Topic Specific). For more information visit ww.twfgroup.co.za I will also commence fulfilling one of
my greatest dreams later this year, which I have been planning for many years - writing a book or two."
After all that head hunting does Tom have any head left?
D.H. JOHNSON 1986 #2885. Last we heard [February] Dave was in Matadi working on a claim
assessment. Hope he got back OK.
A.B. KRUIZE 1980 #2693. Andre has somehow been found, from his email address appears he is
somewhere in Australia. Unfortunately my repeated emails has brought no response. Something like
callng on the VHF, "ship on my starboard side". Was much easier in the days of the morse lamp and
even semaphore. Anyone notice my arms waving? That is in frustration.
V.T. HATCH 1973 #2440. Vince has recently retired from ArcelorMittal. I note his new email address
reads ballievince. Reference to an Old Ballie perhaps?

Class 1959/60 reunion in Tasmania, left
to right:
#2141 Ted Caine, #E30 Errol Hunter,
#2137 Rudolf Auer.
Unfortunately no report received of their
mis-behaving.

REUNION - CLASS 1975 - DAVE TEAGUE
The original idea for the reunion of our group originated
around 1994. Joe Mcloughlin was always the one who
would make a concerted effort to track us down and host
a braai, suggest a bar lunch or visit the vessel when he
knew one of us was in town. We discussed arranging a
20th anniversary reunion and we never got around to it.
Over the years, I have run into several of our group and
have been reminded of what we should have done 20
years ago. Sadly, Joe was taken from us in an accident in
Durban and this left a large void in not only his family
but his extended family of Bothie boys, the Society of Master Mariners etc. etc. Last year, a few stars
came into alignment and I was finally galvanised into doing something to get the guys together. The
stars being:
• Joe's eldest son completing his schooling which reminded me that time was marching on.
• Tony Nicholas sending out an email prompting the reunion.
• The positive response from several of our group.
• The fact that I work with two of our group on a daily basis in a foreign land.
It wasn't as difficult as I originally thought and before long
we were swapping emails and getting organised. We were
unable to locate 3 out of 24 and hopefully we will find them
before our next reunion in 5 years time.
I flew into Cape Town from Australia at the beginning of
March with very little arranged apart from the contact
details and a few thoughts of what we could do. Within the
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first week, I discovered that 2 of the bunch, Graham Spires and Ken Oakes were due to go back to
work and would miss the festivities so after a few hasty phone calls and emails an ad-hoc visit to a
wine farm was arranged. A lovely afternoon was spent laughing and reminiscing in the company of
friends and family. I know the afternoon was followed by a dinner at a restaurant by those that had the
stamina and hopefully one of those that was there will provide some detail of what went on......if they
remember.
A visit to the SAN Museum GB display was planned for Friday morning, with lunch to follow at the
"Brass Bell" accompanied by Tony Nicholas and his wife. Saturday had us all cleaned up and
respectable, it was perhaps a little too obvious that most of us were very uncomfortable with a tie on.
When entering the room I did notice that some of those Bothie ties including the one around my neck
were all of 40 years old. I hastily purchased a new OB tie that I hope will also be with me for 40 years.
Saturday night, those with the stamina continued partying at the waterfront but no photos were taken to
protect the innocent.
Sunday morning and only the fittest managed to get
down to the ceremony of rememberance and wreath
laying at the war memorial.
Once again thank you for prompting us to get together.
We really had a ball and the next gathering is planned
for 2020 by
which time
those that
could
not
make it due
to work commitments will have no excuse as they will all be
retired. I am not sure what the statute of limitations are for
rowdy behaviour is but hopefully it is less than five years
otherwise we may be recognised and locked up. By what I
have seen on Facebook and WhatsApp recently, it seems
that the guys have been communicating and reminiscing so I
am sure the next gathering will be better still.
SOS
OSWALD A. SCORGIE 1941/42. A request from a family member. "I was wondering if you may be
able to steer me in the correct direction to find out what ships my late father served on during WWII.
As with many servicemen and women, he did not talk of his time in the navy much. Only in his last
years with us did he share some stories with me and from that I know he was on HMSAS Natal from
when she was collected in the UK till just prior to the end of the war. I believe he was then serving on
HMSAS Vereeniging in the Indian Ocean when the VJ was declared. The only story I have of his
service was how cold it was in the North Atlantic in winter and that the Natal managed to sink a u-boat
during sea trials. This he told to me on deck of the HMAS Vampire when he visited a year before
passing on. I would appreciate any contacts you would be able to provide."
T.S. McEwen. Not a Bothie Boy but an interesting research with which one of us may be able to assist.
"My grandfather, Dirk Agenbag (DJ), was working on the McEWEN as a stoker. I have newspaper
clippings of him working on this tug but sadly he has passed away. I want to know if this tug was
involved with the Royal visit of 1947 and if so, did my grandfather work on those days when this tug
was involved. Who can assist me in getting this information? Who can I contact? Your help will be
greatly appreciated!"
Chris Liektke 1981. Last known to be working in an Angolan oil field, mail returned from Kidd's
Beach, Eastern Cape.
Neil Desmond-Smith 1958/59. Last known in Durbanville, Cape Town. Post box closed and home
phone number "does not exist".
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Richard Shaw 1954/55. Mail returned from Queensland, Australia. Rumour has it he and Gloria are
mooning around on a yacht somewhere.
Anthony Davies 1948/50. Mail returned from Durbanville marked "moved" and his mobile number
"does not exist".
Everyone's assistance with this shall be highly appreciated.
ANCHORS AWEIGH
J. VAN DYL 1942/43. Deceased 17th April 2015. After G.B. Dutchie worked on S.A.R. & H. Tugs in
East London as deck hand whilst waiting to be allocated a berth at sea. Joined the s.v. Lawhil as Cadet
in 1944 trading to Australia. Transferred to the s.s. Dalia in 1946. 1948 joined m.v. Kaapland as A.B.
until 1949. 1949/50 held various jobs including plant operator of an oil refinery and farming. 1951
joined Cape Town Fire & Rescue services as Fireman and retired as Assistant Divisional Officer in
1985.
G.A.E. FOULIS 1949/50. George Foulis, the former master of the South African research ship
Meiring Naude and a well-loved shipping personality of the Durban port, has passed away,16th March
2015. A well-attended memorial ‘celebration’ of his eventful life was held at St Olav’s Church in
Durban where the large congregation served as an indication of the high esteem in which he was held
by his peers and friends. He became Chief Cadet Captain, and received the King’s Gold Medal, pinned
on his chest by Vice-Admiral Sir Herbert Packer, the Commander-in-Chief, South Atlantic. He joined
Safmarine in 1951 as a cadet and studied hard, seldom taking leave and as a result of his endeavours to
become an excellent seaman, George Foulis became the youngest Master Mariner ever to be appointed
in command of a ship in South Africa while at the age of 23.
He continued with his studies while at sea, joining other shipping companies in the process and serving
on coasters along the South African coast before obtaining his Foreign Going Masters Certificate. He
later joined the harbour service working on tugs and the bucket dredger SILIRUS in Durban and
another dredger at East London.
One morning he was contacted by Bill Mitchell, Director of Marine Diamonds, insisting that he join his
company. He was made Master of the EMMERSON K and placed in charge of Marine Operations, and
said later that he found the pioneering of marine diamonds to be challenging and an exciting
experience, often dangerous as the South West African (Namibian) coast is notorious for fog and foul
weather. When the company was sold, Foulis moved on to other ventures.
Then in 1967 he was offered a unique opportunity of supervising the building of the research ship
MEIRING NAUDE in the Durban Barens Shipyards. He was master of this vessel for the next 23
years. He later described how he found working with all the different scientists on board his ship to be
very fascinating, and said that these were the happiest and most satisfying of his whole career. He felt
deeply honoured when one day at sea, divers brought up a crab, one that had never been found before,
which was later named after him, Uroptychus Foulisi – which was described as “having hairy
appendages”. Foulis wore a beard. Later a shell, also not found before, was named after him. The
Meiring Naude was also instrumental in acting as guard ship to three Beachcomber Yacht races,
helping install electric shark barriers off Margate and searching for the sunken liner Waratah off the
Wild Coast. This proved to be a World War II freighter.
In his latter days George Foulis showed a keen interest in the activities of the Friends of the Maritime
Museum although ill health prevented him from taking an active role. He is survived by his wife
Wendy and three sons, two daughters and eight grandchildren plus many, many friends.
N.C. HOFFMAN 1955/56. Neville passed away 26th March 2015. Neville worked for many years at
the Training Centre for Seamen in Cape Town. Any further information of Neville's career welcome.
Read Page 4 above, Durban Branch News.
Our condolences to family and shipmates.
All Those In Peril On the Sea’ by John Barrett Rose - GB 1950/51
My latest novel is a seafaring tale, which might perhaps interest one or two of the General Botha Old
Boys. I don't know how many of my lot, 1950-51 (16 0n the mailing list) are still with us, but I supply
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the following info against the possibility that they, or perhaps cadets from some of the other classes
would be interested in a sea story:My seventh novel, a seafaring yarn, will be published as a Kindle book on the ninth of May 2015.
‘All Those In Peril On the Sea’ by John Barrett Rose. 422 pages. Professional seamen are simple
men, intolerant of pretentiousness. This is the story of a simple man. Gun running, naughty tricks with
gold, tired old ships and hard men, grounding, weather and the sea. Men and women who when duty
called put aside their own desires and served their King are also here, and being composite characters,
are all of them in some way or another, real. The tale itself is fiction, and with one or two exceptions
the characters are all fictitious, but many of the elements are based on real life; some on my own
experiences in tramp ships, while others are based on the wonderful tales related to one another by
professional seamen; which tales never appear in the newspapers.
The book may now be pre-ordered as a Kindle book from your Amazon store. A print version will soon
be available from CreateSpace. (Much more expensive.)
Recognition of Captain Sloane
The Lawhill Maritime Centre wishes to congratulate Captain Nicholas (Nick) Sloane on the
international recognition he has received for his outstanding achievements associated with the
The
refloating of the cruise ship, Costa Concordia, described as the largest salvage operation ever.
recognitions include:
- The Cavaliere del Lavoro della Repubblica Italiana, an Italian order of
knighthood - The Deutscher Meerespreis 2015 – the German Ocean Award - presented by the
In addition to
GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel and the Deutsche Bank AG.
extending our sincere congratulations to Captain Sloane, we also wish to express our disappointment
that Captain Sloane, although nominated, was not among the worthy South Africans who received the
Order of the Boabab National Orders awarded in April by the South African
Government.
Considering the immense honour Captain Sloane's achievements have brought to the
South African maritime industry and our country - and in light of the importance of Operation Phakisa the National Orders presented an opportunity to recognise Captain Sloane's achievements by bestowing
this local honour on our world-acclaimed salvor.
How to Call the Police When You’re Old and Don’t Move Fast Anymore
George Phillips of Meridian, Mississippi was going up to bed when his wife told him that he had left a
light on in the garden shed, which she could see from the bedroom window. George opened the back
door to go and turn off the light, but saw there were people in the shed stealing things. He phoned the
police who asked, ‘Is someone in your house?’ George replied, ‘No’. The police person said that all the
patrols were busy and that he should simply lock his door and an officer would be along when
available.
George said, ‘Okay’, hung up, counted to 30 then phoned the police again. ‘Hello, I just called you a
few seconds ago because there were people stealing things from my shed. Well you don’t have to
worry about them now because I just shot them.’ Then he hung up.
Within five minutes, six police cars, a SWAT team, a helicopter, two fire trucks, a paramedic and an
ambulance showed up at the Phillips’ residence and caught the burglars red-handed.
One of the policemen said to George, ‘I thought you said that you’d shot them!’
George replied, ‘I thought you said there was nobody available!’
Moral of this true story—Don’t mess with old people!
Police Work at its Best
Two policemen (Constables Ken and Bob) call the station on the radio.
‘Hello. Is this the Sarge?’ Sarge: ‘Yes?’
‘We have a case here. A woman has shot her husband dead for stepping on the floor she had mopped.’
‘Have you arrested the woman?’
‘No sir, the floor is still wet.’
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SLOP CHEST
These slop chest items all proudly display our association insignia and are available from Cape Town
branch. Place your orders without delay with Kathy:
Phone: 021-7885957 fax: 086 233 6410
Email: cptchairman@generalbotha.co.za
TIE [STRIPED]
R60
PLAQUE
R0
PEAK CAP [BASEBALL TYPE]
R115
‘n NAAM WAT SEEVAARDERS EER
DONASIE
Geskiedenis van die opleiding skip.
A NAME AMONG SEAFARING MEN
DONATION
History of the training ship.
FIRST DAY COVER
DONATION
th
60 anniversary of our Old Boys’ Association
BELT BUCKLE
R250
DVD “THE SHIP”
R40
Filmed on board during the thirties.
DVD “RED HILL 1946/47”
R40
Collection of Rex Chamber’s photographs with titles
and accompanying music.
DVD
“SOUTH
AFRICAN
NAUTICAL R40
COLLEGE GENERAL BOTHA 1954”.
Filmed by Barry Cullen and Chris Copeland.
DVD “THE BARQUE LAWHILL – ON WINGS R40
OF THE WIND” A film by V.J. Penso
MAGNETIC BADGE
R30
PLUS PACKAGING AND POSTAGE!
Note: some items in the slop chest are available from Durban branch as well.
Cheque or postal order should be made out to “General Botha Old Boys’ Association”. Post to: P.O.
Box 4515, Cape Town, 8000
Alternatively, the payment can be made by electronic fund transfer directly into our bank account.
Details as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bank:
Branch:
Branch code:
Account name:
Account number:
SWIFT:

Standard Bank
Thibault Square, Cape Town
02 09 09
General Botha Old Boys' Association
070835128
SBZA ZA JJ

The Pessimist complains about the wind, the Optimist expects it to change and the Realist adjusts his
sails.
(William Arthur Ward)
"A cloudy day is no match for a sunny disposition."
(William Arthur Ward)
"In nature there are neither rewards nor punishments; there are consequences." (Robert Green
Ingersoll)
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